
Adventure Description:

Activity 

In this adventure, students will think like an engineer and design a new drone that can work in a warehouse.

Explain to students that some engineers are in charge of designing new technology.

One new piece of technology that engineers design is a drone. A drone is a small device that can fly and be controlled either

by computers or by a person on the ground. Drones can be used for many purposes. For example, one farmer has created a

drone to track crops and cows. Discovery Link: Drones in Action.  

Explain to students that drones can do tasks much quicker than humans. For example, a drone can work in a warehouse to

organize and ship materials. Show Discovery Link: Warehouse Drone. Students can hear a real engineer talk about his drones!

As a class, discuss why companies like Amazon or Target would use a drone to organize and ship inventory.

Explain that drones also make fewer errors compared to people. Because drones are programmed with specific directions,

drones can follow a set of instructions without making any mistakes. Humans can make mistakes while working, which is

why companies sometimes prefer drones to do certain tasks.

Explain to students that drones can count over 100 items on a warehouse shelf in 30 seconds! A human could never do that!

Extra time? Create a "pros and cons" list to using drones (example cons: drones can't think critically about a situation and

change a procedure that is dangerous or time intensive- they can only follow sets of directions).

Engineer: Drones for Warehouses
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Step 1: Background Information (10 minutes)
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Engineer: Drones for Warehouses

Step 2: Designing a Drone (10 minutes)

Step 3: Designing a Drone (20+ minutes)

Explain to students that they are an engineer that has been hired to fix a problem in a factory.

Explain to students that they will choose a problem to solve and design a drone that can solve it. As a class, read through

Handout: Designing Drones.

Explain to students that they should choose which drone they want to build.

Explain to students that they will have 5-8 minutes to sketch ideas for their drone. Then, they will build their drones.

Provide students with art supplies and building materials to choose from.

When students are finished building, have a class presentation to compare drones. Have students share how their drone

will solve a warehouse problem and what features their drone has.

Art supplies and building materials Discovery Link: Drones in Action

Discovery Link: Warehouse Drone

Handout: Designing Drones
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Materials List

Not provided (each explorer needs): 


